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MONADS DEFINED BY

INVOLUTION-PRESERVING ADJUNCTIONS

BY

PAUL H. PALMQUIST

ABSTRACT.  Consider categories with involutions which fix objects,

functors which preserve involution, and natural transformations.  In this set-

ting certain natural adjunctions become universal and, thereby, become con-

structible from abstract data.  Although the formal theory of monads fails

to apply and the Eilenberg-Moore category fails to fit, both are successfully

adapted to this setting, which is a 2-category. In this 2-category, each monad

(= triple = standard construction) defined by an adjunction is characterized

by a pair of special equations.  Special monads have universal adjunctions

which realize them and have both underlying Frobenius monads and adjoint

monads.   Examples of monads which do (respectively, do not) satisfy the

special equations arise from finite monoids (= semigroups with unit) which

are (respectively, are not) groups acting on the category of linear transform-

ations between finite dimensional Euclidean (= positive definite inner product)

spaces over the real numbers.   More general situations are exposed.

This paper adapts the Eilenberg-Moore category [1], [4, p. 136] and a

formal generalization [7] to a setting (categories with involution) where the or-

dinary construction is not appropriate. For example, to construct Euclidean

(= positive definite inner product vector) spaces over the complex numbers C

from those over the real numbers R, we select special Eilenberg-Moore algebras

for a monad (= triple) on the category E(R) of R-linear transformations between

Euclidean spaces over R, where the monad T is defined by the adjunction cor-

responding to the forgetful functor E(C) —*■ E(R).  "Externally", the special-

algebras are those in the image of the comparison functor K: E(C) —► E(R)T;

thus an algebra fails to be special if scalar multiplication by z E C with modulus

\z\ = 1 does not preserve distance, for example, the algebra (R © R, h) with ac-

tion / • (a, b) = (a + 2b, - a - b) fails. Hence, the adjunction for E(C) —» E(R)

is not monadic (= tripleable), that is, not terminal with respect to all adjunctions

defining the monad T. Fortunately, the adjunction is terminal in the appropriate
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setting which consists of categories with involutions fixing objects and of functors

preserving involutions, and moreover, special algebras have an "internal" description

depending on a special property (*) of each monad defined by an involution-pre-

serving adjunction.

In § 1 we describe this restricted setting axiomaticaUy as the 2°-category

*Cat, in which adjunctions define monads characterized by a pair of (additional)

equations (*), and in which only these *-monads have (universal) realizations. §2

shows that each finite group yields a *-monad on certain categories via a natural

construction taking each monoid (= semigroup with unit) into a monad. The *-

algebras for these *-monads are (unitary) representations of the group.  §3 gen-

eralizes §1 to enriched categories over a suitable closed category.   §4 gives a

necessary adaptation of [7] which then yields analogous formal results.  §5 re-

lates *-monads to Frobenius monads [3, pp. 151—152] and to adjoint monads

[1, pp. 387—388] and gives conceptual descriptions of the involution on the

Eilenberg-Moore category and of *-monads.  §6 contains further examples of

»-monadic adjunctions.

We assume the reader is familiar with the prime example of a 2-category

which is the (2-dimensional) category of all (0) categories, (1) functors and (2)

natural transformations [4, pp. 42-44]. The definitions in it of adjunction [4,

p. 81], <F, U, t?, e>: X —» A and of monad [4, p. 133], T = (T, r¡, p) generalize

to any 2-category; in detail, an adjunction consists of a pair of 0-cells X, A, a

pair of 1-cells F: X —*• A, U: A —* X and a pair of 2-cells r¡: 1 —» UF, e: FU—*-

1 which satisfy the triangular identities eF • Ft? = F and Ue • r¡U = U; while a

monad T consists of a 0-cell X, a 1 -cell T: X —► X and a pair of 2-cells tj: 1 —► T,

p: TT —*■ T (called the unit and the multiplication of the monad) which satisfy

the unit laws p • Tr¡ = p • r¡T= 1 and the associative law p • pT = p • Tp. Sim-

ilarly, each adjunction / = (F, U, r¡, e) defines a monad M{J) = {UF, r¡, UeF).

1. Equations and universal realizations in 2°-categories. For precision in

stating the characterizing equations, the universal properties, and the various real-

izations, we augment the language of 2-categories as follows. Define a 2°-category

(T, ( )°> as a 2-category T equipped with a weakly involutory 2-functor ( )° which

is the identity on 0-cells and 1-cells, but reverses each 2-cell 6 and satisfies (0°)° =

8. Define a *-monad in T as a monad {T, rj, p) satisfying the (additional) equations

(*) t¡°T ■ pT- Tp° =p   and    Tr¡° • Tp • p°T = p.

Proposition 1. In the 2-category underlying a 2°-category, each adjunc-

tion yields a *-monad.

Proof.  Given such an adjunction (F, U, % e), construct the monad
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(UF, n, UeF). The first equation of (*) follows from the functorality of compo-

sition and the triangular identity for adjunctions:

n°UF - UeFUF • UFUe°F = rj°UF - Ue°F • UeF = UF • UeF = UeF.

A similar argument verifies the second equation of (*).   D

The converse holds for the 2°-categories *Cat and I cat described below

(and other examples in §3). Recall that the 2-category Cat has categories as 0-

cells, functors as 1-cells, and natural transformations as 2-cells. Let an J-category

*X = (X, ( )*) be a category X equipped with an involution functor

()*.xop_Xj     (/*)*=/   for/inX;

let an l-functor F: *X —* *Y be an involution-preserving functor F(/*) = (F/)*;

and let an Í-natural transformation 0 be just a natural transformation. This yields

a 2-category Icat and a faithful, forgetful 2-functor Icat —*■ Cat. For a 2-cell 0

in Icat(*X, *Y) the equation

(Ox = 0W*   for* ex

defines the weak involution making Icat a 2°-category.

Similarly, letting a *<ategory *X be an I-category with each object X fixed

by involution X* = X, we obtain a 2°-category *Cat and an inclusion 2°-functor

♦Cat —► icat; for »-categories *X and *Y we have the ( )°-preserving equality of

hom-categories

*Cat(*X, *Y) = Icat(*X, *Y).

Theorem 2. In each of the 2-categories »Cat and Icat, each *-monad has

both a terminal realization and an initial realization.

Corollary 3. Being a *-monad is a necessary and sufficient condition for

a monad to have a realization in *Cat or Icat.   D

Proof of Theorem 2. The statement of universal properties is analogous

to that for the adjunctions in Cat constructed by Eilenberg-Moore [1], [4, p. 138]

and by Kleisli [2], [4, pp. 143-144] ; our constructions augment theirs and will

be described in terms of theirs.

First, in *Cat given a *-monad T = (T, r¡, ju> on *X,we describe the term-

inal realization

/ = (F, U, t), e): *X — *•&*   in »Cat

via the terminal (Eilenberg-Moore) realization

/, = (Fx, Ux, riv ex): X —" XT   in Cat.
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The canonical comparison functor i: XST —► XT in Cat is the full inclusion of

those T-algebras {X, h: TX —*■ X) fixed by the (proposed) involution

{X, h) h* iX, n°x ' P-x ' Tn*}-

Verification of the associative law for the new structure map requires the first

equation (*) in addition to the associative laws both for the multiplication p and

for the original structure map h, while verification of the unit law requires only

the unit laws both for the monad and for h. Via this involution, t is an I-functor

and /j is an adjunction in Icat. (Although we omit details here, a conceptual

description of the involution is sketched in §5.) Thus from XT together with the

involution, we obtain *XST_

The terminal property of / in *Cat follows from that of Jl in Cat. Given

an adjunction

J2 = <F2, U2,r¡2, e2>: *X —*■ »A   in »Cat

realizing T, take the unique (comparison) functor K1 : A —> XT in Cat satisfying

the equations

KXF2 = Fv      U2 = UXKX    and   Kxe2 = exKt.

Verify that ZCX is an I-functor and factors as K^ — Ki for a unique »-functor K:

»A —» *XST. This comparison »-functor K exhibits the terminal property of the

realization / in »Cat,

KF2 = F,      U2 = UK   and   Ke2 = eK.

Second in Icat, the terminal realization of a *-monad has a shorter construc-

tion, but requires more "bookkeeping" to keep track of the involution on objects;

the underlying category is the entire Eilenberg-Moore category, but the involution is

now written as

<X,h)^{X*,{r,x)*'pixn-Th*).

The terminal property in Icat follows directly from that in Cat.

Third, the initial realization in »Cat is just Kleisli's Cat-realization equipped

with the necessary involution, or, note that the free-algebras in the Eilenberg-

Moore category are fixed by our involution.

Finally, the initial realization in Icat is obtained similarly.    D

Corollary 4. Consider a category supporting both a monad and an in-

volution.  The Eilenberg-Moore category of algebras can be equipped with an in-

volution preserved by the adjunction if and only if the monad satisfies the

equations {*).   O
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Such an adjunction can be lifted from Cat to Icat. However, in contrast,

it cannot be lifted to *Cat unless it is trivial, for example, the identity adjunction.

2. Group representations by *-monads. The following generalization of

(finite) orthogonal direct sum is used. A »-category *X has finite orthogonal co-

powers, if X has a zero object and for each object X and each finite set /, we

have a coproduct {u¡: X —► JX\i E1} such that («*)w;- = 8¡j for all i, j in /,

where the Kronecker delta 5f/- equals 1 (the identity map) if / = /, and equals zero

otherwise.  Call *X nontrivial if (the identity map for) some object is not zero.

Proposition 5. Consider a ^-category *X with finite orthogonal copowers.

Each finite monoid (in sets) yields a monad on X, but if *X is nontrivial, only

groups yield *-monads.

Proof.  Given a monoid (M, e, • >, construct the monad

T = ahMx, ue,px -<%: MXMX-*MX).

It is well known that the monad laws follow from the monoid laws.

Assume that the monad T satisfies the first equation of (*) and that the

object X has 1 * 0. Since we identify M(MX) = MXMx, the multiplication p is

determined by the equation

iua)* - p - u(bc) = 8ab.c    for all a, b, c EM.

Fixing a = c EM and b = e, we apply the function Xiu,eay (i/a)*) to both sides

of the first equation of (*), and obtain

(«J* • p • u(e a) = (ua)* • Trf • Tp • (p°)T • u(ea),

K.e.a=[(»(a,e))*'Tp]  '  [ip°)T • U(ea)] ,

1 = m ' n,

where m = («(a>e))* • Tp and n = (p°)T • (u^e a\). Since 1 ¥= 0, we have mi=0

and n =£ 0. Using properties of coproducts and products, we see there must exist

x, y 6 M such that m • u,a x a^ =£ 0 and iUía>y¡a\)* • ni=0, and hence e = x • a

and e = a • y.  Thus each element has an inverse, and M was a priori a group.

Verifying that groups yield »-monads is essentially the above in reverse. We

omit further details since the special case when X is additive has been studied by

Lawvere [3, p. 152] for the related concept of Frobenius monad (see our §5).  D

This proposition generalizes to I-categories with finite bipowers, where for

each object X and finite set / we have a pair of coproducts {ux ¡: X —>rX\i El}

and {ux*j: X* -+> 7(X*)|y e /} such that iJX)* = \X*) and («*,,•)*«*.,,• = 8«.

The proof involves a little more notational bookkeeping.
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3. Enrichment over closed categories. We may generalize from categories

(based on sets) to enriched categories over a closed category 1/ [4, pp. 180—181].

The 2-category l/-Cat replaces Cat.  Since 1/ is symmetric each (/-category X has

an opposite category Xop. Hence, we may define the 2-categories 1-1/-Cat and

»-[/-Cat with underlying 2-functors forming the commutative diagram

»-[/-Cat C* I-l/.Cat -> (/-Cat

I I       i
*-Cat C-► Icat —>  Cat.

The left-hand square is, moreover, a commutative square of 2°-categories and 2°-

functors.

All statements in §1 about Icat and »Cat hold for their enriched versions

I-l/-Cat and »-(/-Cat, except the existence of the terminal realizations may depend

on their existence in (/-Cat, hence on the existence of certain equalizers in f.

4. Formal theory of »-monads.  As the development of the formal theory

of »-monads parallels that of monads [7], we only indicate our point of departure.

For each 2°-Cat T we construct a 2°-category *Mnd(T) related by the inclusion

2°-functor *Incr: T -* *Mnd(T) and its left 2°-adjoint which is the underlying

2°-functor *UndT : *Mnd(T) —► T. We say the 2°-category T admits the con-

struction of algebras with involution, if the inclusion 2°-functor has a right 2°-

adjoint *Algr : *Mnd(T) —► T. Then formal consequences can be derived as with

monads. Note that »Cat and Icat admit the construction of algebras with involu-

tion.  Without the last two words, the definition is Street's and the statement is

false, since not all monads in »Cat have realizations.

In more detail, the 0-cells of *Mnd(T) are »-monads T in T. Recall Mnd(T)

denotes the 2-category of monads, monad functors, and monad functor transform-

ations [7].  For »-monads, S and T in T, there is the full inclusion of categories

*Mnd(T)(S, T) C_> Mnd(T)(S, T)

determined by the monad functors {U, <p): S —► T which are fixed by the invol-

ution

(«7, <j>) h* 07, (t?° • U)UT • S<j>°T • SU{p° • lï)).

A more conceptual description of the involution can be derived from §5.

Formal results on the existence of generators for a »-monad, the comparison

theorem and monadicity theorems follow as in [7].

5. A conceptual characterization of »-monads and the involution on their

Eilenberg-Moore categories.  First, we analyze the involution constructed in
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Theorem 2.  Starting with an adjoint monad T —i G [1, pp. 387—388] on a

category with involution (X, ( )*), we have the composite isomorphism

p. (XT)0P   (fl)°P  ,  (Gjqop J^ (XoP)(G°P) £i\ X(G°)

where the isomorphism a between the category of T-algebras and the category of

G-coalgebras was exposed by Eilenberg-Moore [1, p. 389], the next isomorphism

/is clear from the usual construction of coalgebras or can be deduced formally

[7, p. 164], and the final isomorphism comes via the involution ( )*: Xop ■—* X

by extending our notation G° = ( )*Gop( )*. Since this yields the adjoint monad

G° -t T°, we may iterate the displayed isomorphism p and verify that it has

"period 2". Thus p is an involution on XT, //the monad G° equals T. The latter

property is clear for the adjoint monad underlying a »-monad as described below.

Proposition 6. Each *-monad has an underlying Frobenius monad, and

hence, an underlying adjoint monad.

Proof.   Lawvere [3, pp. 151-152] calls the data<F, n, p, e, 8) a Frobenius

monad if (F, r¡, p) is a monad, (F, e, 8) is a comonad, and they satisfy the four

equations

eF ' pF • F8 = p,     Fe • Fp • 8F = p,

Fp • 8F • tjF = 5,      pF ' F8 • Frj = 8.

Given a »-monad (S, r¡,p), take the data (S, i?, p, tj°, p°). The first two condi-

tions for a Frobenius monad are satisfied, while the first two equations are just

equations (*) and the last two are involutes of (*).

We omit the straightforward verification of Lawvere's remark that Frobenius

monads yield adjoint monads.  For the »-monad S = (S, r¡, p) the adjoint monad

is S h S° with adjunction

/ = (S, S, p° • % r¡° ' p).    □

Remark.   In a 2c-category the Frobenius monad (F, tj, p, e, 8) underlies

a »-monad if the comonad (F, e, ô> equals (F, r¡, p)°.

The adjunction / gives rise to a new »-monad

M(/) = (ss, p° • v. sin" • pys)

related to the original »-monad S as follows.

Proposition 7. Consider a *-monad S and its underlying adjoint monad

J: S -1 S°.  The involute of the multiplication yields a map of monads p°:

S -+ M(/).
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Proof.  Given the »-monad S = (S, t¡, p) we show p°: S —► SS is com-

patible with units and with multiplication as diagrammed:

1      =    » 1 S S      M°M°     >SSSS

v{ \p°-r¡       p[ lS{n°'P)S.
s^r-^ss s--b->ss

p p

The first diagram is verified by inspection. The second diagram is verified by

applying both equations of (*) and the coassociativity of p°.   O

A conceptual characterization of »-monads is given by the converse.

Theorem 8.    In a 2°-category, if an adjoint monad J = <T, G, n, e):

Th Gis

(i) self-dual: J° = <G, T, e°, n°): G0 -t T° equals J: T h G and

(ii) p°: T —*■ TT yields a map of monads T —> M(/),

then T is a *-monad and J: T h G is its underlying adjoint monad.

Proof.   By compatibility (ii) of units n = p° • r¡ holds, hence by (i) we

have e = n° — r¡° • p. To verify the first equation of (*) compose rf°T with

both sides of the compatibility (ii) equation for multiplications, then simplify.

Verify the second equation of (*) similarly.   D

An adjoint monad in T is just a monad in the 2-category J(T) of adjunc-

tions [5, p. 136], while monad functors in T are - T squares, which "lift to ad-

joint squares" if the monads have right adjoints [5, p. 135]. The construction of

Mnd(T) can be lifted over the monads with right adjoints to a 2°-category

AdjMnd(T) which will contain *Mnd(T) as those 0-cells and 1-cells fixed under

the involution extending that of §4.

6. Examples of »-monadic adjunctions. An adjunction in a 2°-category is

*-monadic if the comparison 1-cell to the corresponding terminal realization is an

isomorphism. In this situation we also say the right adjoint is *-monadic. For

example, as in the introduction, let E(R) denote the category of linear transform-

ations between finite dimensional Euclidean spaces over the real numbers R. Then

*E(R) is a »-category where the involution takes an R-linear map /: X —*■ Y into

its adjoint map /*: Y —*■ X which is related by the inner product equation

{fx\y) = {x\f*y)   for all {x,y)EX*Y.

Similarly, the complex numbers C and the quaternions H yield »-categories of

Euclidean vector spaces. The two primary forgetful functors and their composite

functor *E(H) —* *E(C) —* *E(R) are »-monadic in »Cat; moreover, so are their

left adjoints.
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Given a finite group G, the construction of Proposition 5 yields a »-monad

on *E(A) for A = R, C or H. Thus, by Theorem 2 each has a »-category »E(A)G

of »-algebras. In particular, »E(C)G is the category of intertwining operators

i= G-module maps) between (finite dimensional) unitary representations of G. If

H is a subgroup' of G and if Aj is R, C, or H, then there is a natural »-monadic

functor *E(A)G —* *E(AXYI; moreover, its (left) adjoint is »-monadic, too. With

G = H = 1 the trivial group, we have the statements of the previous paragraph.

With A = Aj = C, the classical situation of induced representations occurs.

These examples generalize to bounded linear transformations between infinite

dimensional Hubert spaces, to maps between fiber bundles (with fibers as above)

over compact Hausdorff spaces, to residuated maps between orthomodular lattices,

and to other »-functor categories.

These motivating examples are studied in [6].
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